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Abstract

Deep learning algorithms can identify related
tweets to reduce the information overload that
prevents humanitarian organisations from us-
ing valuable Twitter posts. However, they rely
heavily on human-labelled data, which are un-
available for emerging crises. Because each
crisis has its own features, such as location,
time and social media response, current mod-
els are known to suffer from generalising to
unseen disaster events when pre-trained on
past ones.Tweet classifiers for low-resource lan-
guages like Arabic has the additional issue of
limited labelled data duplicates caused by the
absence of good language resources. Thus, we
propose a novel domain adaptation approach
that does not rely on human-labelled data to au-
tomatically label tweets from emerging Arabic
crisis events to be used to train a model along
with available human-labelled data. We eval-
uate our work on data from seven 2018–2020
Arabic events from different crisis types (flood,
explosion, virus and storm). Results show that
our method outperforms self-training in classi-
fying crisis-related tweets in real-time scenar-
ios.

1 Introduction

Arabic represents the world’s fifth most spoken
language and Arabic language users are the fastest-
growing language group on the web (Lane, 2019).
In February 2011, protestors in Egypt used Twit-
ter as their main communication platform (Tufekci
and Wilson, 2012). This emphasises that Twitter is
an important and rich source of real-time and use-
ful information during crises in Arabic countries.
People share their statuses and post information
about injured or dead people and infrastructural
damage (Vieweg, 2012). They also tweet to ask for
help or to offer help to others. Although humani-
tarian organisations could use these information to
significantly improve crisis response with regard
to reducing human and financial losses, they do

not due to the information overload issue (George
et al., 2021). To solve this problem, deep learn-
ing algorithms have been utilised to identify Ara-
bic tweets from unseen crises to support disaster
management and enhance situational awareness in
the Middle East (Adel and Wang, 2020; Alharbi
and Lee, 2021). However, they did not consider
the domain-shift between source and target tweets
posted during these events, which prevents the mod-
els from reaching a good generalisation level. As a
result, semi-supervised approaches that automati-
cally generate new labelled training data from an
unlabelled corpus to reduce the gaps between the
two domains are desirable.

Distant supervision has been applied to auto-
matically generate new labelled training data for
event extraction task (Chen et al., 2017; Zeng et al.,
2018). Moreover, semi-supervised domain adapta-
tion techniques have been successfully adopted to
incorporate unlabelled target data to labelled source
data to reduce the domain-shift between the two do-
mains. Our work here is motivated by the success
of applying distant supervision and domain adap-
tation methods to high-resource English-language
tweets presented in our previous works (ALRashdi
and O’Keefe, 2019; Alrashdi and O’Keefe, 2020).
However and unlike English, Arabic is considered
a low-resource language, with several notable is-
sues highlighted in the crisis literature. First is the
lack of labelled Arabic tweets for crisis response
(Adel and Wang, 2020). Second, the lack of good
supporting resources for Arabic, such as external
knowledge bases or language dictionaries (Alharbi
and Lee, 2019). Finally, Arabic tweets are informal
and regional in nature, and Arabic regions have
unique dialects which differ in syntax, phonology
and morphology (Chiang et al., 2006).

In this paper, we propose an adaptive domain
adaptation method from our previous work for
English crisis response in (Alrashdi and O’Keefe,
2020) to overcome all these challenges for Arabic
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crisis response. Our work, here, aims at minimis-
ing the domain shift between the target and the
source Arabic tweets. We use a distant supervision-
based framework to label the unlabelled target data
(pseudo-labelling), whereby an initial keyword list
is established using clusters from past events. The
most related keywords are then selected using a sta-
tistical method. The selected keyword list is then
expanded by employing distant supervision via
an external source (Almaany1), and those tweets
with a bigram of keywords are labelled as positive
tweets, while tweets with none of the keywords are
labelled as negative tweets. The generated labelled
data is then mixed with the available source data
to train a new target model. Unlike self-training
in (Win and Aung, 2018; Li, 2021), our method
does not replicate the label noise that exists in the
current dataset. In addition, crisis data that cannot
be detected using existing keyword alert systems,
as in (Sakaki et al., 2010), will be detected by our
method because of the new crisis keywords derived
from Almaany. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt to use distant supervision un-
der the umbrella of domain adaptation techniques
to classify unseen crisis-related Arabic data from
current events. The experimental results show that
the proposed method can be seen as a robust ap-
proach to classifying unseen Arabic tweets from an
emerging event regardless of the crisis types used
to create the keyword list. Furthermore, it extends
our framework’s abilities from our prior work to au-
tomatically label data from low-resource languages
with limited capabilities.

2 Related work

Distant supervision (DS). Recent NLP studies
have shown the effectiveness of using DS to gen-
erate training data via external sources. The re-
searchers in (Chen et al., 2017) employ DS to au-
tomatically generate a large-scale dataset using a
linguistic knowledge base (FrameNet) for event
extraction tasks, where triggers and arguments are
extracted from Wikipedia data. Zeng et al. (2018)
argue that detecting key argument is enough for de-
termining the event type for event extraction tasks.
They extract the most related arguments that best
describe the event from existing structured knowl-
edge (FreeBase). However, we use an Arabic dictio-
nary (Almaany) for Arabic ill-formed texts, tweets,
based on the existence of essential keywords in the

1available on: https://www.almaany.com

synonyms of a related form.
Domain adaptation (DA). Li et al. (2018b) in-
troduce a semi-supervised DA approach that does
not require limited labelled data from the target
domain. They use a pre-trained model on one crisis
dataset to classify tweets from an emerging event
– to be added to the training data in the retrained
stage. Their iterative self-training method shows
good results, particularly when classifying tweets
related to a specific crisis. This method outper-
forms expectation-maximisation when combined
with naive Bayes (Li et al., 2018a). Self-training
has been also combined with deep learning mod-
els and findings indicate that using unlabelled tar-
get data resulted in better adaptation performance
(Li et al., 2021). Alharbi and Lee (2022) preform
similar study by applying data selection with pre-
trained learning models on tweets related to Arabic
crises. Another work extends domain adaptation
with adversarial training to include a graph-based
semi-supervised learning (Alam et al., 2018). F1
score on only two datasets (Queensland Floods and
Nepal Earthquake) improves the performance with
5%–7% absolute gain.
To contribute to this line of research, we propose
an adaptive yet novel semi-supervised DA that
uses DS to give pseudo-labels to unlabelled data
from target event to be then incorporated to labeled
source data from past disasters to build a robust
Arabic crisis-related classifier. We compare our
method to the widely used labeling technique in
the literature, self-training. We also explore using
keyword sets from different crisis type to the target
event.

3 Proposed Method

The method consists of two stages as described in
algorithm 1.

3.1 Distant supervision-based labelling
framework

The proposed labelling framework is described by
the steps shown in Figure 1.

Step one: Creating the initial keyword
list. We use K-means to classify several Arabic
corpora from different events. K-means has
been successfully applied to different Arabic
Twitter data (Sangaiah et al., 2019; Saeed et al.,
2022). For cluster optimisation, elbow method
was uncertain for our data because the results
shown in the figures are not clear. Because of
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Algorithm 1 Robust domain adaptation approach
with pseudo-labelled target data.

1. Given: Clusters of tweets related to several
crisis events from different time intervals and
locations (CLS); manually Labelled tweets of
source data (MLS); unlabelled tweets from
target domain (UT) retrieved using Twitter
API and publicly available tweet IDs; and
manually labelled test data from target domain
(MLTT).

2. DS-based labelling stage: Use our framework
to label UT based on CLS and employing
distant supervision via external knowledge
base (giving them pseudo-labels).

3. Adaptation stage: Build a target model using
MLS with the pseudo-labelled data from the
target domain.

4. Evaluate the model on MLTT.

Create crisis type 
keyword list 

Unlabelled Arabic 
data from source 

events 

Initial 
Keyword list 

Select top K 
keywords 

Expand the 
Keyword list (DS) 

Reduce the noise 
(Bigram of words) 

Top K
Keyword list 

KW = RSi * CR 

Expanded 
Keyword list 

Unlabelled tweets 
from target 

Arabic crisis event  

Automatically 
label tweets 

Twitter  

Labelled data 
from target 

event  

Gather tweets 
using Tweets’ ID 

Almanny
Arabic-to–Arabic 

Dictionary  

Clustering  
(K-means) Clusters  

Figure 1: The proposed labelling framework.

that, we use silhouette score measurements to
determine the optimal number of clusters to apply
K-means to the data for every crisis event from
the unlabelled corpora. After that, we assign
profiles as labels for each cluster. The reason
behind labelling the clusters is that assigning
profiles that describe the tweets within the clusters
is another way to decide whether the cluster is
related to the crisis and informative. To do so,
we follow the centroid approach: we pick the
centre data point of each cluster to extract the
cluster’s features. This approach is suitable for

our work because the variance within the clusters
is slight, and the centre data point of the cluster
is the closest one to represent it. Our data are
similar in that the tweets are all posted during a
crisis and different in providing information about
it. Therefore, other approaches can be misleading
for our data. To ensure the effectiveness of the
centroid approach, we select the closest three data
points instead of one. We then extract the features
for each cluster and use them to assign profiles
from these data points. Our data represents many
crisis topics, including: advertisements; political
opinions; irrelevant to the crisis; emotional
support; infrastructural and utility damage; dead,
injured or affected people; and providing help
and caution advice. For example, the closest
three data points for cluster #3 in the Beirut
Explosion corpus (3,445 tweets) are: "TlyO�
.531 Y�� �f�r� �¤ry� # ºAny� CA�f�� Ylt�
https://t.co/Hbah7vFFKi.https://t.co/HLYVLF7zco"
, "AmyJ¤ry¡ ¨� �d� Am�  wk§ A� ¢bJ�
Y�r���¤ Yltq�� �� ryb�  �d�� ¨�AFA�A�¤

�¤ry� ��r� CA�f�� # �¤ry� CA�f�A#"
and "z¡ ©@�� �¶Ah�� CA�f�®� w§dy� �R¤�
¢n� �t� CA�f�¯� �¤ry� # Ty�Anbl�� Tm}A`��
Y�r��� ��rK� ªwqF �� ºAb��¤ ryb� CA� 
https://t.co/uwD2JWpyF4". These tweets contain
the words "Ylt�", which mean (dead people),
"CA�f��" (explosion) and "Y�r�" (injured
people). It is obvious that the most represented
tweets of the cluster talk about dead and injured
people during the Beirut Explosion incident.
As a result, this topic is assigned to cluster #3.
After assigning topics to clusters, we divide the
clusters into two classes: related and informative
and irrelevant or not informative. In particular,
infrastructure and utility damages, dead, injured or
affected people, and providing help and caution
advice are classified as related and informative.
On the other hand, advertisements, political
opinions, and emotional support are labelled
as irrelevant or not informative. While doing
this, we observe that all the crisis events have a
cluster with a vast number of tweets advertising
for specific products or services. We decide to
label the tweets expressing political opinions and
emotional support as not informative because the
information in the posted tweets offers no benefits
to humanitarian organisations. Finally, the initial
keyword list is created based on the chosen clusters
(related and informative) from different collections
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related to the same crisis type. We stem each
word to its root by utilising ISIRI Stemmer, as in
(Al-Horaibi et al., 2017; Abuaiadah et al., 2017),
to avoid word redundancy and reduce the amount
of linguistically similar words. We also use NLTK
libraries to remove stop words such as ", �� ,¨�
�@¡", hashtags such as "CA�f�A#", places such as

" �VAb��rf�" and useless Twitter-specific words
such as "RT" and "via" from the initial keyword
list. To conduct fair experiments, at this point, we
eliminate the test event data.
Step two: Selecting top K keywords. The top K
keywords are then chosen based on an intrinsic
filtering method. To select the top K keyword list
for Arabic crisis events, we calculate the keyword
(KW) value, inspired by (Chen et al., 2017), for
each keyword in the initial keyword list. In a
tweet, a word that describes a given crisis type
can be a verb, a noun or an adverb. For instance,
for the Floods crisis type, the top K keyword list
contains "�r�", "�yF",and "rW�", which have
the highest KW values compared to the other
words in the initial Floods list. Intuitively, a word
describing a crisis type appears more than other
words in the related tweets. In addition, if the same
word appears in both related and unrelated tweets,
it has a low probability to be a keyword of this
crisis type. Thus, KW is calculated as follows:

RSi =
Count(Wi, CT )

Count(CT )
(1)

CRi = log
3

(Count(CTCi)
(2)

KWi = RSi ∗ CRi, (3)

where RSi (role saliency) represents the saliency
of i-th keyword to identify a specific word of a
given crisis type, Count(Wi, CT ) is the number
of a word Wi that occurs in all the tweets related to
the crisis type CT, and Count(CT) is the count of
times that all words occur in all the tweets related
to the crisis type. CRi (crisis relevance) repre-
sents the ability of the i-th keyword to distinguish
between the tweets related to the crisis type and
irrelevant tweets, and Count(CTCi) equals 1 if
the i-th keyword occurs only in the related tweets
and 2 if the i-th keyword occurs in both related
and irrelevant tweets. We compute KWi for all the
words in the initial keyword list from step one and
sort them according to their KW values to select
the top K keywords for a given crisis type. Table
1 shows that crisis-related and flood-related words

Ranking Keyword KW Value
1 rW� 0.00371
2 �r� 0.00130
32 rs� 0.00065
98 C� �C 0.00019

Table 1: KW values of some words from the initial
Floods keyword list.

have higher KW values than the unrelated ones.
Other statistical methods such as pointwise mutual
information (PMI; (Church and Hanks, 1990)) or
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF; (Jones, 1972)) have not been used here for
solid reasons. Calculating PMI for positive and
negative examples to give the final PMI score is not
a fair metric in our case because of the imbalanced
data problem in Kawarith dataset. On the other
hand, this problem does not affect our formula as
Count(CT) accounts for the total number of words
in the related tweets only. TF-IDF is not suitable in
our case because IDF has more impact on the final
result than TF; in our case, they should be equally
important since tweets are short and full of noise.
If we used TF-IDF on our data, rare words such as
misspelled words would have higher TF-IDF than
essential keywords. Additionally, an important key-
word may appear in both related and not related
tweets. For instance, in earthquake crisis-type data,
the word "earthquake" may appear very frequently
in related earthquake event tweets but only once
or twice in unrelated earthquake event tweets. On
the other hand, our method does not discard the
impact of word frequency if the word appears in
both related and unrelated tweets.
Step three: Applying distant supervision. The
list containing top K keywords is then expanded to
include similar semantic words from the Almaany
Arabic-to-Arabic dictionary. Almaany is an online
dictionary that provides corresponding meanings
with similar semantic words for each term in Arabic
and has been widely used by in Arabic researches
(Touahri and Mazroui, 2021; Al-Matham and Al-
Khalifa, 2021). We retrieve all the synonyms pro-
vided by Almaany for each crisis keyword if the
corresponding meaning of the top keyword is re-
lated to the crisis type. For example, the top key-
word "�yF" exists in the Almaany dictionary but
with two corresponding meanings based on the
shape and the signs of the word: " �"yaF " and "
�ÌyF".The meaning of " �"yF" is the water of the
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rain that rushes over the earth’s surface, whereas
"�ÌyF " refers to converting material from a solid
state to a liquid state. According to their meanings,
" �"yaF " is related to the Floods crisis type, but "
�ÌyF" is not. Thus, all the synonyms associated

with " �"yaF ", such as "  ASy� " and "  A�wV "
can be mapped to " �"yaF ", which is a crisis key-
word gathered from the first step and selected in
the second step as one of the top K keywords based
on its high KW value. In other words, if one of
the top crisis type keywords exists in the Almaany
dictionary and its meaning relates to a given crisis
type (Floods or Explosion), then distant supervi-
sion assumes that all the synonyms related to the
given word express that crisis type. As a result, the
number of keywords increases in the final list. For
instance, the number of keywords rises from 10 to
78 in the keyword list for the Floods crisis type.
This list contains two types of keywords: strong
keywords (top K keywords) and weak keywords
(extracted from Almaany). If a word exists in the
top K keywords and is a synonym associated with
another top K keyword at the same time, then we
consider it a strong keyword. Weak keywords may
bring noise to the data, which we try to reduce in
step five. As a result, 7 final keyword lists are gen-
erated according to the test event and the crisis type
of the test event.
Step four: Gathering unlabelled tweets from
prior crisis events. These tweets are obtained us-
ing Twitter API by their IDs provided by an Arabic
twitter corpus (Kawarith) (Alharbi and Lee, 2021).
Step five: Noise reduction. We filter the unla-
belled corpus gathered from step four after deleting
duplicated and non-Arabic tweets by applying a
specific lexical feature (bigram of keywords). After
cleaning the unlabelled tweets, only the examples
with two keywords from the final keyword list re-
main. This step reduces the effect of a powerful
hashtag when the hashtag without the "#" symbol
is one of the keywords. For example, if we use "#
A�¤Cw�" as one of our hashtags in the previous
step, and "A�¤Cw�" is one of the keywords in the
final keyword list, then tweets like "�yf§A� xA�
�AbW� X�� ¤ �K� xA� ¤ A�¤Cw� # ��
�yq�¯ ¢l�� ºAJ  � d§¤r� d§¤r� �Akl� ¤
��dn� ¢l�A� �Akl� ¤ �AbW� ��K�� �Ð w¡A�
?? A�dn� H� ¯� ¤" will not be selected for the
Covid’19 event. On the other hand, the tweet "@RT
@masrawy: �§r�� 51 T�A}� 5 �rO� ��A`#
��C¤±� dh`� CA�f�� �y}Af� �Kk� Tyl��d��"

will be selected for the Cairo Bombing event be-
cause of the appearance of at least two keywords
from the final Explosion keyword list: "T�A}�"
(derived from "
A}�" and "CA�f��" (derived from
"rÌ��" in this case. This process also eliminates
several tweets that contain only one weak keyword
expanded from Almaany, which decreases most
of the noise caused by step three. For instance,
the tweet "@3ashoouur: ¢f}A`�� ¢l�� ºAJ  �
d��¤ y� ¨� ¨t�� ¤ A�� �yFwb��  wk� ¢§A���
" will not be chosen for the Dragon Storm event
since " ¢f}A�" is a weak keyword derived from
Almaany using "�O�" which is associated with
one of the top K keywords for the Floods crisis
type, "CAO��".
Step six: Labelling the corpus as related and
not related examples. A collection of data from
the new crisis event is automatically generated by
labelling tweets from step five as relevant (positive)
examples and tweets with no keywords from the ex-
panded keyword list as not related (negative) exam-
ples. For instance, the tweet " RT @ww6223ww6:
�A�A�t�� ¨� �`�� ºAn��¯ ¢l��  Ð�� �y�wt�A�
CA�t�� T·� ¤ �yy�AnO�� T·� ¨� T§CA�t�� T�r���
�VAb�� rf�#" will be labeled as not related be-
cause of the absence of keywords from the final
Floods crisis-type list.

3.2 Adaptation stage

We add the pseudo-labelled target data created in
the first stage to the available manually labelled
source data from the same crisis type as the target
crisis (from Kawarith) to build a new target model
to classify the unseen tweets from the emerging
event. Pseudo-labelled target data generated by
our distant supervision-based framework provides
new keywords than those existed in the source data.
Adding these data to the manually labelled tweets
brings target-related features to the training data,
including location and crisis nature. By mixing
the source and target data in training the target
model, we increase the ability of the target classi-
fier to identify related target tweets, including any
type of information during the target event lifetime
(Sit et al., 2019). For example, tweets containing
advice, warnings and alerts start to appear at the be-
ginning of the event onset and decrease thereafter
while tweets containing reports on damage and af-
fected individuals reach their peak in the middle of
the disaster.
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4 Experiments

To determine the effectiveness of using pseudo-
labelled target data generated by our framework
in domain adaptation settings, we compare two la-
belling with three adaptation methods. To automat-
ically give labels to the unlabelled target data we
apply Distant Supervision (DS) – using our distant
supervision-based framework; and Self-Labelling
(SelfL; (Li et al., 2018b)) – using a pre-trained
model on MLS.

To incorporate target labelled data, we use three
adaptation methods: Target Model (TM) – build-
ing a model following the source architecture as
described in the above section; Finetuning (FT) –
modifying all the weights of the pre-trained model
using the pseudo-labelled or self-labelled target
data; and Feature extraction (FX) – treating the
pre-trained model as a feature extractor. Here, we
only train a linear classifier using pseudo-labelled
or self-labelled data on the top of the extracted
features.

As a result, we compare 8 classifiers on 14 set-
tings (keyword sets from the same or different crisis
type of the target event - both from Kawarith, as
shown in Table 2): (1) SL-LT, supervised learning
model trained on MLTT (upper limit); (2) SL-LS,
supervised learning model pre-trained on MLS (
lower limit); (3) DS-TM; (4) SelfL-TM; (5) DS-
FX; (6) SelfL-FX; (7) DS-FT; and (8) SelfL-FT.
All the models are tested on MLTT. To train SL-LT,
we split MLTT into training (70%) and testing sets
(30%). The same testing set is then used to evaluate
all the models on the given events. We consider
the lower limit model to be our baseline, while the
upper limit model is our ideal case.

We follow (Alharbi and Lee, 2021) in clean-
ing Arabic input tweets. We substitute hyperlinks
with the Arabic word "X��C", which means HTTP
address or URL. Similarly, we replace user men-
tions with "�d�ts�", hashtags with "�AtJA¡",
and numbers with "��C". Four types of letter nor-
malizations are performed: (1) "� ,� , �", the dif-
ferent forms of alef are normalized to " � "; (2) "
« ,¹", forms of elaf maqsora, to "© ", (3) "¦", a
form of waw, to " ¤"; and (4) ta marboutah "£ , "
to "£".We also eliminate stop words, special char-
acters, punctuation, Twitter-specific words such as
"RT", elongation, emojis, non-Arabic characters,
diacritics and short vowels. We use ConvBiLSTM
(Tam et al., 2021) as the tweet classifier which con-
tains two sub-models: the CNN model for feature

Setting Keyword Set Target Set
S1 Explosion Cairo Bombing
S2 Explosion Beirut Explosion
S3 Floods Jordan Floods
S4 Floods Kuwait Floods
S5 Floods Hafer-albatin Floods
S6 Floods Covid’19
S7 Explosion Covid’19
S8 Floods Dragon Storm
S9 Explosion Dragon Storm
S10 Floods Cairo Bombing
S11 Floods Beurit Explosion
S12 Explosion Jordan Floods
S13 Explosion Kuwait Floods
S14 Explosion Hafer-albatin Floods

Table 2: Source, keywords and target set for each setting
(S) in our experiments.

extraction and the BiLSTM model for interpreting
the features across time steps in both directions. We
define a sequential model and add various layers
to it. The first is the embedding layer, which rep-
resents fastText Arabic embedding as it has been
pre-trained using Arabic Wikipedia articles and
outperforms other embeddings in Arabic text clas-
sification (DHARMA et al., 2022; Habib et al.,
2021). The pre-trained embedding has been also
fine-tuned in our work using tweets from Kawarith.
The embedding layer converts tweets into numer-
ical values and feature embedding. Feature em-
bedding is then fed into the CNN layer with 64
filters and max pooling of size 4. The output of
the CNN layer (reduced dimensions of features) is
received by the BiLSTM layer with 100 neurons,
followed by dropout layers with a rate of 0.5 for
regulating the network. The final dense layer is the
output layer with two cells representing categories
along with a sigmoid activation function to produce
classification results. To obtain the best parameter
for our model, we utilise Adam as an optimiser
and binary cross-entropy loss and set the maximum
length to 100. In the end, our model with 25 epochs
and a batch size of 32 yields better results. And due
to the stochastic nature of the learning algorithm,
we repeat every experiment 30 times and take the
mean as the final score.

5 Results and Discussion

Results from the first column in Table 3 show that
SL-LS can be useful when classifying target Arabic
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S/M SL-LS DS-TM SelfL-TM DS-FX SelfL-FX DS-FT SelfL-FT SL-LT
S1 0.753 0.833 0.608 0.683 0.784 0.628 0.795 0.945
S2 0.768 0.831 0.589 0.618 0.584 0.635 0.592 0.881
S3 0.798 0.822 0.687 0.804 0.647 0.803 0.625 0.924
S4 0.746 0.803 0.653 0.708 0.819 0.725 0.802 0.929
S5 0.717 0.747 0.757 0.754 0.679 0.754 0.670 0.839
S6 0.744 0.846 0.741 0.850 0.757 0.842 0.757 0.954
S7 0.744 0.831 0.741 0.730 0.757 0.729 0.757 0.954
S8 0.658 0.741 0.560 0.742 0.647 0.725 0.640 0.852
S9 0.658 0.734 0.560 0.651 0.647 0.612 0.640 0.852
S10 0.753 0.843 0.608 0.694 0.784 0.689 0.795 0.945
S11 0.768 0.771 0.589 0.682 0.584 0.687 0.592 0.881
S12 0.798 0.810 0.687 0.640 0.647 0.644 0.625 0.924
S13 0.746 0.767 0.653 0.719 0.819 0.753 0.802 0.929
S14 0.717 0.737 0.757 0.505 0.679 0.532 0.670 0.839

Table 3: Results in F1 score for 8 models tested on 5 crisis events from the same crisis type and 9 crisis events from
different crisis type as the keywords set. Note that S is the setting and M is the model. Best results are in bold.

data. F1 scores for most settings are above 0.70,
except for settings 8 and 9 (0.658), which represent
the same target data (Dragon Storm). This outcome
suggests that crisis data from other crisis types of
the target event can be used to train a model for
identifying Arabic tweets for crisis response. This
result is consistent with prior studies (Nguyen et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2018a). On the other hand, Dragon
Storm in settings 8 and 9 does not share any of
the common features, such as crisis type, location,
occurrence time or dialects, with the source events
or the keyword sets. This is not the case for the
Covid’19 event, since dialects used to post tweets
about Covid’19 have been used in the data of the
source event, including Saudi and Kuwaiti. This
observation clarifies the gap in F1 scores between
Dragon Storm and Covid’19 (0.658 < 0.744).

5.1 Keyword and target sets share crisis types

From Table 3, we find out that at least one of the
domain adaptation models outperforms SL-LS in
all the settings. The highest scores are recorded
by DS-TM for all the settings except settings 4
(SelfL-FX) and 5 (SelfL-TM). In contrast, it is clear
that DA techniques are not always better than SL-
LS. For example, SelfL-FX causes the Beirut Ex-
plosion model’s performance to decrease by 18%,
while SelfL-FT causes the Hafer-albatin Floods
model’s performance to fall by 4%. This is based
on the level of similarity between source and target
data and the nature of the adaptation methods. In
FX, the high-level features of the source data are

transferred to the target data; in FT, more specific
target features are incorporated through changing
the weights of some layers. Having said that, the
Beirut Explosion data differs from the source data
even with the existence of another explosion event
(Cairo Explosion). The Cairo and Beirut Explo-
sion data are written in different dialects and have
dissimilar characteristics: Cairo Explosion was a
terrorist act, whereas Beirut Explosion was caused
by mismanagement on the part of the Lebanese
government. On the other hand, the two Floods
events in the source data used to train the model
make the Hafer-albatin Floods data very similar.
To summarise, DS-TM can be seen as the best gen-
eral approach among the other 5 domain adaptation
classifiers – regardless of the similarity between
source and target domains – as it reports the best
results in 3 out of 5 settings and a very minor gap
compared to the best score in the other two (< 1%).
An interesting finding, from columns 2 and 3 for
settings (1-5) in Table 3, is that DS performs better
as a labelling method than SelfL when TM is used
as an adaptation method in 4 out of 5 settings. For
setting 5, SelfL-TM is better than DS-TM with a
gap of 1% in model performance. However, it is
clear from the results that DS-TM always improves
the performance by an average of 5.5%. In contrast,
SelfL-TM causes a decline in performance for 4 out
of 5 target events (average of 12.2%). The model
performance when FX is used to adopt pseudo-
labelled target outperforms that with self-labelled
data in 3 settings (2, 3 and 5). The same scenario is
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replicated for the last adaptation method, finetun-
ing (FT). These outcomes suggest that the impact
of the labelling method is greater than the impact
of the adaptation method when pre-trained models
are used due to the nature of the labeling method.
DS produces pseudo-labelled target data with im-
portant keywords extracted from the keyword set
with the same type and new keywords derived from
Almaany. This can be very useful if the test set
includes these initial or derived keywords. How-
ever, if the source and target data are alike in terms
of having similar event features (e.g., location, in-
frastructure damage, people response and dialects),
then SelfL can produce accurate self-labelled target
data. On review, we observe that 5 out of the 10
top keywords are present in tweets from setting 3,
the Jordan Floods incident. Additionally, 62.5%
(50 out of 80) of the expanded keyword list oc-
cur in the target data. This increases the ability of
the DS labelling method to accurately label tweets
from this event to the extent that building a target
model along with the source data performs better
than other models. In setting 5, SelfL-TM out-
performs other domain adaptation methods. The
reason behind this result is that Hafer-albatin is
very similar to the other two Floods events, espe-
cially Kuwait Floods. Hafer-albatin and Kuwait
are proximal locations and share dialects. Another
reason is that the incident data contain 5 out of
the top 10 Floods keywords, yet the percentage
of the expanded keywords from Almaany is low
(38%). Although SelfL-TM should report better
results for Kuwait floods than DS-TM because of
the similarity level with Hafer-albatin Floods and
the small number of common top keywords (3 out
of 10), it does not. This can be explained by the
nature of the Arabic language, any root word in
Arabic has more than 10 shapes regardless of the
language signs. This increases the ability of our
framework to retrieve more related tweets where
most of the expanded keywords occurring in the
target data are shapes from root words such as "
C@�§ , ¤C@�§ ,C@� ,r§@��" from " C@�

". This represents a significant advantage in us-
ing our framework to automatically label Arabic
crisis tweets from emerging events. We also note
that, in setting 2, both labelling methods cause a
substantial drop in model performance when FT or
FX is used as the adaptation method, unlike in the
other settings. This is because of the high level of
divergence between the source and target domains

– to the extent that using a pre-trained model in the
domain adaptation method always inhibits model
performance.

5.2 Keyword and target sets from different
crisis types

As stated in column 2 for settings (6-14) from Table
3, and as expected, DS-TM results slightly decrease
when using crisis data from different crisis types
as the target data to create the keyword set. We
find that the number of the shared top or expanded
keywords occurring in the target data decreases.
Evidently, when the number of shared keywords
decreases, the performance of DS labelling method
also declines. However, this is not the case in set-
tings 1 and 10. Our results are better in classifying
the Cairo Explosion data when the Floods keyword
set is used in place of the Explosion keyword set.
This is because the number of the top Floods key-
words exist in tweets related to Cairo Explosion
event is higher than that of the top Explosion key-
words (6 > 5). The high divergence level between
the Cairo and Beirut Explosion data helps in pro-
ducing such an outcome. For the Kuwait Floods
event, the performance of DS-TM drops from 0.803
to 0.767 in F1 score. It is worth noting that the top
keyword list changes from the previous list and
does not include " C@�", which gives DS-TM an
advantage in the previous section. For the Covid’19
and Dragon Storm events, Table 3 shows that the
results of DS-TM change when using different cri-
sis types to build the keyword sets for Floods and
Explosion- settings 6 to 9. It seems that the frame-
work with the Floods keyword set generates better
pseudo-labelled data from Covid’19 and Dragon
Storm than with the Explosion keyword set. This
is definitely caused by the number of shared top
or expanded keywords. The Dragon Storm data
includes 6 top keywords and 55% of the expanded
keywords from the Floods keyword set. On the
other hand, only 2 top keywords and 16% of the
expanded keywords are shared with the Explosion
keyword set. The performance of our standalone
model supports this finding: for example, its F1
score for tweets related to Covid’19 in setting 6 is
higher than in setting 7. This is because setting 6
uses the Floods keyword set, while setting 7 uses
the Explosion keyword set. Based on these obser-
vations, we can posit that Arabic tweets from an
event of any crisis type can be used to generate
keyword sets for any emerging disaster. However,
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the performance of DS-TM can be improved by
using crisis data from the same or similar crisis
type to establish the initial keyword list for the
given emerging Arabic event. We note that us-
ing tweets from different crisis types to pre-train
a model to classify target events presents several
problems. The main issue is that keywords from
related tweets in the source data can be remarkable
keywords in the irrelevant target data. An example
of this case is setting 9, where the Explosion crisis
type included in the source data features terrorism-
associated words due to the nature of bombings and
explosions, while unrelated tweets from the Dragon
Storm target event contain these words due to the
crisis locations (Palestine and Syria), where people
often post about terrorist acts. Using DS to auto-
matically label the Arabic target corpus – before
merging with the manually labelled source tweets
to build DS-TM – dramatically reduces this prob-
lem. DS-TM does not use models pre-trained on
source data, and the DS labels the tweet as related
and informative only if it contains two keywords
from the expanded keyword set; it is rare to find
two terrorist words in one tweet posted during the
Dragon Storm crisis. Thus, the DS outperforms
SelfL in the three adaptation methods. Another
issue is that the number of shared top or expanded
keywords can be reduced when tweets from crisis
events belonging to different crisis types to the tar-
get data are used to generate the keyword sets. This
is the case in settings 11, 12, 13 and 14. Although
this issue restricts the capacity of DS to produce
good target pseudo-labelled data, the best reported
domain adaptation model for setting 11 is DS-TM.
This is because of the divergence level between
the source and target events, which leads SelfL to
produce noisy self-labelled data related to Beirut
Explosion incident. In contrast, DS-TM does not
outperform SelfL-FX for the Kuwait Floods event
– even in setting 13 with the increased number of
common top keywords. Nevertheless, this number
is still too small (4 > 3) to change the performance
of DS-TM. We also observe that DS-TM remains
the best reported domain adaptation model for the
Jordan Floods disaster in setting 12. Here, the
length and content of the keyword set change when
using incidents from another crisis type. Although
the number decreases, the list becomes richer by
including words with multiple shapes present in the
Jordan Floods data: " 	XA �® 	K @" and " T�CA�". This
is because of the powerful nature of the Arabic

language in having multiple shapes on one root as
discussed above. For setting 14 (Hafer-albatin), the
number of common keywords decreases from 5 to
2, with no words with multiple shapes like “�w}
”. Thus, SelfL-TM produces the best results among
the 6 domain adaptation models. In general, DS-
TM is the most robust tweet classifier among all the
mentioned domain adaptation models. In all cases,
it improves model performance after incorporating
the pseudo-labelled data, unlike the alternatives.

The last column in Table 3 show that the best
recorded DA models for all settings are very far
from the results for the upper limit, LT. One possi-
ble explanation is that the source data are collected
from events from various crisis types. In general,
therefore, the results of these Arabic domain adap-
tation models show much room for improvement.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a domain adaptation method to au-
tomatically label Arabic tweets from emerging dis-
asters. Our goal is to overcome the issues of low-
resource languages in applying solutions to domain
shifts between source and target data. We use clus-
ters instead of manually labelled tweets along with
Almaany to extend the initial keyword list. Re-
sults showed that our method always improves the
model performance (average of 3.7% absolute gain
in F1 score) if the keyword sets share the crisis type
of the target events.We also ran experiments to use
keyword sets from different crisis types to the tar-
get incident. As a result, we found out that our
framework can classify unseen tweets from a given
disaster using a keyword set from different disasters
and DS-TM always improves model performance
(average of 5.5% absolute gain in F1 score). To this
end, we can say that that DS-TM represents robust
models to classify tweets from emerging events for
languages with limited resources. It also expands
our approach’s ability to use corpora from other
crisis types of the target data to create keyword
sets that suit the situation of Arabic tweets. We
hope that leveraging automatically labelled data
will accelerate the current research on classifying
Arabic tweets in crisis response. In the future, we
want to extend our method to other low-resource
languages like Spanish. We also believe that tweets
share features with ill-formed texts, which points
to the potential of our method to identify specific
events, behaviors or feelings expressed on other
communication platforms.
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